INTRODUCTION
Many applications of computer speech require unrestricted vocabulary. In particular~ voice output units of this kind permit the linkage of the common telephone network to a central computer, thus enabling access for a large public. "Karlchen", the Frankfurt talking railway timetable, and other automatic information services are based on this principle. the mere replacement of a given grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rule by another is inadequate to meet the demands of the very different principles on which two writing-systems are founded. Tills also applies to the structural levels of morphology and syntax. -One fundamental rule is that vocalic quantity is determined by the number of following consonants:
MOTIVATION FOR A MORPHOIA)GICAL COMPONENT
the first rule given in the DUDEN AussprachewSrterbuch [5] states that <a) is to be pronounced /a:/ when followed by only one consonant grapheme before the stem boundary, so that the inflectional form fast of the verb rasen ("rush") becomes /ra:st/~ whereas the simplex noun Rast ("rest")
becomes /fast/.
-Consonant or vowel groups may be assigned digraph or trigraph value only when they appear within morphological boundaries; compare for example the different values of <sch> in 15schen /f/ ("extinguish") und HiSschen /sq/ (dim. of "pants"), or of <ei> in Geier /ai/ ("vulture") and geirrt /al i/ ("erred").
-The first stem syllable in German (native stock) receives the primary word stressj a rule which implies this stemJs being identifiable; compare geben /'ge:bn/ ("give") and Gebein /ga'bain/ ("bones').
Those phenomena play a role in the domain of derivation and inflection~ which has been dealt with in several systemst e.g. SYNTEX [6] or REDE [7] ; these do contain lists of common prefixes and suffixes to • Proper nouns are represented only to a very limited extent; their range should be adapted to the requirements of the task at hand. In fact, the compilation of the inventory has been carried out with the aims of expandability and maximum flexibility.
It ts of course not to be expected that the lexicon would ever cover the entire vocabulary of a native speaker, nor is that our intention; consequently, we foresee a "joker raorph" which can stand for any stem that may happen to occur. This is made possible by the generalization that a German stem conforms to a number of structural principles: for example, every stem must contain a vowel and the variety of consonant clusters in initial, medial, and final position is restricted (of. [8] ) e + i + n + t + rift. The first decision proposed by the parser can be proved to be the correct one in the overwhelming majority of cases, which allows us to delay requiring a second proposal until the first has been rejected on structural grounds in the following step of the analysis procedure.
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In this second step the proposed segmentations are Correctness of the phonemic transcription certainly accounts for a great part of the quality and acceptability of a text-to-speech system. Nevertheless it is often claimed {e.g. [6] ) that synthetic speech should be evaluated along further dimensions, such as inte[-
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ligibility, listening comprehension and naturalness.
One goal Of the approach presented here is to lay the ground for the incorporation of rules for the assignment and realization of stress and intonation patterns not only on the word but also on the sentence level. Thus the basic phonetic transcription will be extended and modified so as to give a representation closer to natural speech.
